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PREFACE 
 
 
 
It would be impossible to write a book on the codex of comparative 
international criminal law in connection with justice and not speak about 
the dignity and equal quality of all men. The corpus juris of all good 
legislations of the civilisations of humankind, the structure of all the 
religions of the world, and the theory of all the great philosophers of law 
ought to be based on love, if the good faith of various nations is not going 
to be a subject of suspicion in our international legal and political 
relations. By this, 

 
we mean that love is an invisible, unreadable, and intangible norm integrated 
into the common principles of human nature and the general principles of 
customary law requiring empathy for one another. Love underlies the strong 
human drive for justice and fairness. It is the animating spirit of international 
humanitarian conventional criminal law in preventing flagrant violations of 
human integrity. It also is the basis of the norm of understanding for 
unanimous consent in the General Assembly of the United Nations resolutions. 
In addition, it gives us the power to prevent irrational actions and underlies the 
very well established norm, allowing and requiring the international 
community of human beings to respond against grave breaches committed by 
powerful states when nothing else is effective.1 

 
Whoever knows what the nature of love really is, whoever understands its 
alarming effects of non-existence, and disastrous results, will eagerly 
consent that the structure of our social justice should be based on love, 
morality and law in order to prevent injustice. 

Before going into all these complicated questions of comparative 
international criminal law and justice, I offer my heartfelt and full thanks 
to Professors Ulrich Sieber and Hans-Jörg Albrecht who have been very 
helpful in many aspects of my research in order for me to accomplish the 
work. Equally, I thank Professor Albin Eser and Dr. Nandor Knust for 
their friendly exchanges. I have also been encouraged by the generous, 
promising words of senior researcher Harald Arnold from Germany, 
Persian Professor - Mansour Rahmdel during his visit to Europe, Dr. Ivan 

                                                 
1 Farhad Malekian, Judgments of Love in Criminal Justice (Germany: Springer, 
2017), p.24. 
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INTRODUCTION 
 
 
 
Human civilisation is the record of polarization, savagery, brutality, injustice 
and atrocities of one law against another law and opposition of one religion 
against another religion.1 The corpus juris of substantive criminal law 
including inquisitorial, adversarial, or any other “adquisitorial” legal system 
has no democratic legal personality as long as injustice is carried out 
against even only one civilian in any part of the world.2 

This fresh scholarly oeuvre evaluates the major comparative philosophy 
of Islamic international criminal justice. It is an in-depth analysis of the 
necessities of creating an Islamic international criminal court, it’s possible 
jurisdiction, proceedings, judgments, and sanctions. It implies a court 
functioning under the legal personality of the International Criminal Court. 
Here, comparative international criminal lawyers with basic knowledge of 
Shariah would contribute to the prevention of crimes and impunity at an 
international level. The morality and philosophy of Islamic justice are 
highly relevant with reference to the brutal acts committed directly or 
indirectly under the pretext of Islamic rules by groups and governments. 

In order to achieve the goals of this volume, the work focuses on 
substantive criminal law and three methods of criminal procedure. They 
are inquisitorial, adversarial, and adquisitorial. The first two methods 
constitute the corpus juris of civil and common law systems. The third 
term presents a hybrid of the first two methods. In this context, the terms 

                                                 
1 Farhad Malekian, Jurisprudence of International Criminal Justice (Introduction by 
Professor Benjamin B. Ferencz, the former Prosecutor of the Nuremberg Tribunal 
(Cambridge: Cambridge Scholars Publishing, 2014); Mark J. Osiel, ‘Obeying 
Orders: Atrocity, Military Discipline, and the Law of War’ 86 (5) California Law 
Review (1998), pp.939-1129; Farhad Malekian, ‘The Child as an Autonomous 
Subject of Justice’ in Farhad Malekian, Kerstin Nordlöf, Sovereignty of Children in 
Law (Cambridge: Cambridge Scholars Publishing, 2012), pp.2-55; Farhad Malekian 
and Kerstin Nordlöf, -  - ‘International Legal Status of Children’ in the 
Encyclopaedia of Criminology & Criminal Justice(United States: Wiley-Blackwell 
(5 volumes, 2013), vol.III, pp.1173-1178. 
2 Farhad Malekian, The Monopolization of International Criminal Law in the 
United Nations, A Jurisprudential Approach (Almqvist & Wiksell International, 
Stockholm, 1993, 1995); Mark Osiel The End of Reciprocity: Terror, Torture, and 
the Law of War (Cambridge, Cambridge University Press, 2009). 
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“hybrid”, “mixed,” or “adquisitorial” are used interchangeably as they 
denote quite the same. The intention is to enhance the scope of each method 
of criminal procedure comprehensively. The volume examines their 
variations and effects on the system of international criminal justice and 
the system of Islamic international criminal justice as a manifestation of 
one soul within two bodies. 

Learning in an accessible way the similarities between substantive 
criminal law, core crimes, and the above three methods helps the reader 
gain an enlightened perspective on the rule of law and the reasoning 
behind formative shared interpretations of Western or non-Western legal 
systems.3 

Historically, the three legal methods were not clear, or they completed 
one another’s motives, but became consolidated in the course of 
civilisation. From today’s perspective, all three legal procedural methods 
have long been the practice of European states, European Union courts, ad 
hoc international criminal tribunals, and all other jurisdictions in the 
world. They have also been integrated into Islamic jurisdiction. The study 
therefore helps to realise why we are sometimes confused by the logic of 
Western or non-Western laws, ethics, and books. However, we are all 
aware of the fact that ‘honesty is the first chapter in the book of wisdom.’4 

The intention of this volume is also to be useful towards understanding 
the sharp criticism that has justifiably been raised by a considerable 
number of international lawyers against manipulated criminal tribunals 
such as the Iraqi or the Lebanese Courts. In addition, it may be the right 
time and the right idea, in spite of different opining courts and various 
political fights in the Security Council, to establish in the same locality of 
the International Criminal Court, whenever necessary, an Islamic 
International Criminal Court by also gathering a bulk of literature in 
Islamic criminal law.5 

This does not imply the establishment of a new international criminal 
court but rather a court that maintains and acts under the same ICC 
principles. The difference is that it would be much stronger in its future 
position by including references to Islamic ethics and comparative 
international criminal lawyers with knowledge of Islamic regulations. The 
court could also have an entirely independent character and its own ad hoc 
legal personality. Moreover, the permanent International Criminal Court 
                                                 
3 Claude Lombois, Droit Pénal International (1971); Claude Lombois, Droit Pénal 
International (1979). 
4 Buddha. 
5 A. Anwarullah,  The Criminal Law of Islam (Kuala Lumpur: A.S. Noordeen, 
1997).  
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(including its prosecutor) stated that the ICC has no jurisdiction to prosecute 
ISIS despite 'crimes of unspeakable cruelty'.6 

This volume does not encourage the development of substantive and 
procedural Islamic law. Nor does it confirm the biased Muslim practices of 
the relevant law. There have been quite a few genuine Muslim authorities 
in each Muslim society who have followed the true order and substance of 
the law. The same applies to European Union law and most other legal 
practices in any country of the world. Examples include the European 
Courts warning Sweden about violations of many conventional provisions 
in its internal system. 

Despite their differences, European Union law and Islamic law have 
certain substantive values, for example concerning human rights law, which 
constitute the basic essence of law regardless of different interpretations. 
These are equality between genders, freedom of speech, abolition of 
slavery, abolition of capital punishment, prohibition of rape, condemnation 
of savagery, rejection of brutality or barbarity, establishment of the basic 
rights of the child, and implementation of fair justice concerning victims, 
witnesses, and the accused. 

The intention is therefore to provide a systematic treatment of what 
used to be known as the discrimination between different legal systems 
and, in doing so, to minimise the gap between Western and non-Western 
legal systems. In particular, I anticipate that the book will be of value to 
those judges, prosecutors, legislators, politicians, practitioners, law 
reformers, academic researchers, and students of all colleges of law or 
political science who wish to decrease discrimination between the two 
types of rules of law. 

Additionally, all individuals or entities working on the topic of terror, 
terrorists, and terrorism ought to read the book. The book condemns the 
brutal activities of ISIS and calls for the establishment of an Islamic 
international criminal court for their prosecution and punishment. The 
book’s chapters therefore present an analysis of different aspects of 
Islamic law, which are increasingly causing serious political conflicts due 
to the emergence of the Islamic State. We have to learn true Islamic justice 
before we judge. 

                                                 
6 Available at https://www.theguardian.com/law/2015/apr/08/icc-no-jurisdiction-
prosecute-isis-despite-crimes-unspeakable-cruelty (visited on 12 February 2017). 



 



CHAPTER ONE 

CONUNDRUMS OF ISLAMIC PHILOSOPHY 
 
 
 

1. Comparative Criminal Law 
 

The history of comparative criminal law is one of the most significant 
branches of criminal law. Many national rules have been modified, 
abolished, or reintegrated into the outcomes of comparative criminal law. 
In fact, the beginning of the nineteenth century brought with it great hopes 
by advocating the consolidation of the relevant law. Therefore, the need 
for a comparative analysis of substantive criminal law is an old prerequisite 
for the development of the corpus juris of criminal law. 

One of the main reasons for a study in comparative criminal law is that 
it may most carefully investigate all the facts and principles relative to the 
substantive criminal elements in various countries across the globe. For 
example, the legal maxim, ignorantia juris non excusat is applicable to 
civil as well as criminal jurisprudence in all legal systems. The maxim 
says that ignorance of the law is no excuse. 

Likewise, the EU doctrine of criminal law developed due to the 
expansion of comparative criminal law. European criminal law is a system 
of rules operating within the framework of the member states of the 
European Union. However, one of the serious criticisms levelled against 
European lawyers is, and will forever remain, their serious negligence to 
thoroughly examine questions relating to a considerable number of other 
cultures under European Union jurisdictions. The situation is therefore 
very disappointing when we are faced with the contemporary issues and 
conflicts of different cultures within the jurisdiction of European member 
states. 

Another aspect of this situation that has received far too little attention 
in previous studies of comparative criminal law is the serious effect of 
Islamic criminal law in the sphere of modern international legislations. In 
the words of a judge of the International Court of Justice, “there is no 
doubt that a new era of Islamic jurisprudence lies ahead, as full of vitality 
as any of the ages past and as full of determination to make of the Islamic 
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law an instrument to the solution of the most complex and modern 
problems conjured up by the present technological age.”1 

The matter of comparative criminal law is more urgent when it comes 
to the horizontal context of international law, international criminal law, 
and international criminal justice. Even the practice of the ICJ proves that 
references to the law of non-western states are very rare and, if there is any 
reference at all, it is not expressed in the judgments of the Court but in the 
dissenting opinion of a judge from a different cultural background. Thus, 
comparative international criminal law and justice have not been accorded 
appropriate representation. This is even evident in the Statute of the 
International Criminal Court (ICC). One should not put aside the fact that 
the intention of justice is to establish justice for the satisfaction of the 
victims and not for the satisfaction of the Statute of the ICC. This makes it 
truly worthwhile to learn how to incorporate other cross-cultural attitudes 
towards rules of criminal law. 

At the outset of a comparative inquiry, it must be emphasised that the 
core reason for comparative criminal law, in particular comparative 
international criminal justice, is to identify the strengths, weaknesses, and 
similarities in various legal systems. The differences and similarities 
between doctrinal rules in international criminal justice and Islamic 
international criminal justice are clearly related. In reality, conundrums in 
the philosophy of criminal law are not the conundrums of Islamic law 
alone but serious dilemmas in both legal systems. The works of 
comparativists are thus not only based on the study of several legal 
systems but also on the unification of those legal systems.2 

It is often believed that comparative law highlights and helps solve the 
serious problems that arise in the application of rules, and it is particularly 
significant to recognise this in the case of Islamic international law and 
justice.3 And yet, a comparative analysis of fundamental differences in the 
                                                           
1 C.G. Weeramantry, Islamic Jurisprudence: An International Perspective (New 
York: St. Martin’s Press), p.123. 
2 Consult David Nelken (ed.), Comparing Legal Cultures (London: Routledge, 
1997). 
3 For instance, according to one view, Islamic international law is not a part of 
dogma, but ‘is the product of a continuing process of juridical speculation by 
authoritative jurists over the ages. The Islamic law of nations is part of the corpus 
of Islamic law just as the original jus gentium was a branch of municipal Roman 
law. Islamic law is a religious law only in the sense that its basic ethical grounds 
and some of its general principles are to be found in the Quran and the 
pronouncements of the Prophet Muhammad. Beyond that, the corpus of Islamic 
law as it developed over the ages is ‘manmade’ in the sense that it resulted from 
the efforts of the jurists of the various schools of law. If civil law can be described 
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norms of criminal law and the capability of comparative international 
criminal law beyond abstract legal doctrine highlights the necessity to 
consider criminal law and justice from all points of view rather than to 
limit ourselves to political or geographical, e.g., European, settings. 

This unfortunate lack of comparative curiosity in the corpus of 
international criminal law also extends to the entire legal discipline of 
comparative criminal justice. Because of our misunderstanding of each 
other’s cultural attitudes and languages, we are facing challenges in criminal 
justice systems. One glance at the development of Islamic criminal law 
and Islamic international criminal justice reveals the fact that there are 
many issues that are the same but dealt with in different languages and 
cultures. 

From a comparative perspective, many terms and their legal concepts 
are more or less similar. These include concepts such as actus reus, mens 
rea, the concept of murder with or without intention, voluntary 
manslaughter, offences against persons as well as consent, theft, rape, and 
other relevant assaults. Also included are the concepts of self-defence, 
mistake of fact, mistake of law, intoxication and its effects, complicity in 
crime, the notion of attempt, conspiracy and incitement, intentional or 
unintentional omission, malicious conduct, recklessness, various concepts 
of risk, and even the subjective and objective questions arising in the 
judicial proceedings. Comparative criminal law considers it its duty to 
resolve/reconcile any challenges and to improve the value of justice. 

The questions and answers become a vital and necessary catalyser, as 
insistence on the substance of valid norms becomes increasingly important 
in the fields of international crime and international criminal justice. This 
holds particularly true when taking into consideration that criminal law, 
like all laws, must be susceptible to a logical, rational, and comprehensive 
examination. 

In other words, if international criminal justice implements rules or 
applies philosophical theories that appear to be capricious to other nations, 
or if nations encounter suspicious attitudes on the policy of international 
criminal justice, then international criminal justice would undoubtedly fall 
into disrepute, as it regrettably has today. Our intentions should not lose 
sight of the concept of humanity, the concept of justice, the notion of 

                                                                                                                         
as a legislator’s law as to its source and common law as a judge’s law, then Islamic 
law is a jurist’s law. There is very little that is rigid and immutable in Islamic law.’ 
G.M. Badr, ‘A Survey of Islamic International Law’, (1982) 76 Proceedings of the 
American Society of International Law, p. 56-61, at 56. Quoted also in Shaheen 
Sardar Ali and Javaid Rehman, ‘The concept of Jihad in Islamic International 
Law’, 10 (3), Journal of Conflict & Security Law (2005), pp. 321-343, at 326. 
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equality among men, and the very notion of happiness of the human race. 
Impartiality in justice may minimize the concept of international criminal 
violations. 

Vattel puts all these considerations together within the concept of the 
comparative nature of equality and asserts that: 

 
It is impossible for Nations to fully acquit themselves of their mutual 
duties if they do not love one another. Offices of humanity should proceed 
from that pure source, and they will thus retain the character and perfection 
of it. Then we shall see Nations aid one another with sincerity and true 
kindness, labour earnestly for their common happiness, and promote peace 
without jealously and without distrust…What would be the happiness of 
human race if these benevolent precepts of nature were everywhere 
observed. Nations would mutually exchange their products and their 
knowledge; profound peace would reign upon the earth and would enrich it 
with its precious fruits; industry, science, and the art would be devoted to 
promoting our happiness no less than satisfactory our needs. Violent means 
would no longer be used to decide such differences as might arise. They 
would be terminated by forbearance and by the application of principles of 
justice and equity. The world would take on the appearance of a great 
Republic, all men would live together as brothers, and each would be a 
citizen of the universe. Why should the idea be but a beautiful dream, when 
it is based upon the very nature of man’s being?4 
 

In civil law systems, most laws are legislature-made, while in common 
law systems much law is judge-made, not necessarily as an abstract 
succession of rules but rather propounded in the course of decision-making 
in actual cases and developed from precedent to precedent. It is hence of 
utmost significance for both legal systems and their advocates not to 
produce arbitrary rulings but reasoned judgments. This is of practical 
importance in the sphere of international standards. It implies the fact that 
comparative knowledge is crucial. 

An understanding of comparative international criminal law and justice 
therefore requires respect for those substantive principles in both legal 
systems that are necessary for the proper implementation of equal justice. 
However, there are no objective standards of legal equality and what it 
consists of. Nor is it essentially important which law is enforced in order 
to achieve the notion of equality, but it is imperative that the cultural 
norms of all nations be respected equally and one-eyed justice be prevented. 
                                                           
4 E. De. Vattel, The Law of Nations or the Principles of Natural Law Applied to the 
Conduct and Affairs of Nations and Sovereign, translation of the edition of 1758 by 
Charles G. Fenwick (Washington: Carnegie Institution of Washington, Books I, I, 
III, IV, 1916), paras.11-16, pp.116-118. Italic added. 
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Thus, one of the functions of comparative international criminal law is to 
guarantee protection of equitable legal rules. What I mean by going as 
directly as an arrow to the basic legal rules is to secure peace among 
nations, with the hope that one day we can see criminal laws become more 
and more united rather than remaining isolated phenomena. 

2. Division of Islam 

Islamic theory, Islamic law, and Islamic society have been interpreted 
differently. ‘The Prophet himself never claimed that Islam was a new 
religion. He asserted on the other hand, that it was as old as the hills.’5 It is 
believed that religions complete one another’s philosophies. This is an 
essential condition or condicio sine qua non. Accordingly, Islam is a 
religion that has existed since the beginning of the word civilisation but 
under different names and rules, all of which focus on a single God. From 
time to time, however, Islamic religion has been ‘corrupted.’6 

 For example, it has been said that Adam, Abraham, Ishmael, Moses, 
and Jesus, or the son of Mary, and Muhammad, the son of Abdullah, 
revealed Islam. However, each revelation used a different name.7 All these 
highest perfections united together form an utterly simple guide for human 
beings towards the unity of God.8 The formal theory of Islam is based on 
three principles: the existence of a messenger or rasul, the existence of one 
God or tawhid, and the existence of brotherhood. 

Islamic theory also emphasises four significant complementary principles 
in order to enlighten human beings about the reality of life. These are faith, 
truth, good deeds, and patience. The Quran or the main source says that ‘By 
the present time of judgment, humankind is certainly in the state of leaving 
this life gradually, except those who have faith to the creator, and perform 
righteous deeds, and counsel one another to hold the truth and encourage 
one another to be patient.’9 All these factors lead to happiness of the spirit 
and make man independent of lies, fakes, and false accusations. 

                                                           
5 Asaf A. Fyzee, Outlines of Muhammadan Law (Delhi, Oxford University Press, 
1978), p.12. 
6 Id. p.13. 
7 Id. 
8 Id. 
9 Q, 113:1-3. 
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In the beginning, Islamic philosophy had two core functions.10 These 
were religion and politics.11 It was not anticipated for the latter, politics, to 
become permanent, but it has regrettably become stronger than its primary 
religious function. Islamic theory was supposed to be “a spirit of 
reasonable compromise, a dislike of pushing things to extremes.”12 The 
two functions also constituted “the essence of the Prophet’s own 
character.”13 However, the authorities of Islamic law interpreted them in 
favour of their love for power and eventually forgot the strong 
metaphysical commands of the Quran: 

 
Woe to those who give less in measure and weight. Those who, when they 
receive from men demand full measure. However, when they have to give 
by measure or weight, give back less than duties.14 You should give just 
measure and weight and do not deprive people things that are their due 
and do not cause corruption on the earth after its perfection. This is good 
for you if you had faith.15 
 

The main language of Islam talks about individual duties.16 It is therefore 
quite different from that of modern statutes prohibiting, commanding, or 
applying the law. The language of Islam is thus based on individual 
understanding, individual enforcement, and individual cooperation in 
order to work towards the positive fulfilment of the needs of a given 
society. Islamic law is not only based on legal rules but also on moral 

                                                           
10 Seymour Vesey-Fitzgerald, Muhammadan Law: An Abridgment According to its 
Various Schools (first edition 1931), (Reprinted in Germany: Sciencia Verlaf 
Aalen, 1979), p.1. 
11 Shaheen Sardar Ali, ‘Systematically closed, cognitively open? A critical Analysis 
of Transformative Processes in Islamic Law and Muslim State Practice’ in Lisbet 
Christoffersen, H. R Iverson, H. Petersen, H and M. Warburg, (ed.), Religion in the 
21st Century : Challenges and Transformations (London: Ashgate, 2010), pp. 119-
140.  
12 Seymour Vesey-Fitzgerald, note 10, p.1. 
13 Id. 
14 The Q, 83:1-3. 
15 The Q, 7:85. 
16 N. J. Coulson, ‘The State and the Individual in Islamic Law’, Vol. 6, No. the 
International and Comparative Law Quarterly (1957), pp.49-60. Available at 
https://www.jstor.org/stable/pdf/755895.pdf visited 22 January 2017; Osman Abd-
el-Malek al-Saleh, The Right of the Individual to Personal Security in Islam in 
Bassiouni (1982), pp.55-90; Elies van Sliedregt, The Criminal Responsibility of 
Individuals for Violations of International Humanitarian Law (2003). 
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appeal.17 This can be “a persuasion, or a warning, an allusion to the 
possible benefit or harm that may accrue from observing or violating an 
injunction, or a promise of reward/punishment in the hereafter.”18 

It should, however, be emphasized here that there is a serious 
difference between a command and a prohibition in the law of the Quran. 
They have different legal characteristics. A command (amr) implies a 
variety of definitions. It can be demanding, ordering, preventive or 
permissive. The majority view is that a command is an obligation of a 
different nature, depending on the subject of the command. The fulfilment 
of the command in the Quran may therefore be a soft or hard obligation 
and may have a guiding nature. 

Prohibition, however is the opposite of a command in the main source 
of Islam. Like a command, a prohibition (nahy) has different characteristics. 
One of the most serious forms of prohibition in Islam is to avoid killing 
and not slay the life God has made sacred, which some Islamic countries 
regrettably do in their application of visible and invisible capital 
punishment.19 The brutal conduct of ISIS is another example. The Quran 
says: 

 
Come, I will recite what your Lord has prohibited to you. Join not anything 
as equal with Him; be good to your parents; kill not your children on a plea 
of want; We provide sustenance for you and for them; do not approach 
immoralities. Whether open or secret; take not life, which God has made 

                                                           
17 Irshad Abal-Haqq, ‘Islamic Law: An Overview of Its Origin and Elements’, 1 
Journal of Islamic Law and Culture (1996), 1-60; Irshad Abal-Haqq, ‘Legal 
Injunction of the Quran’, (1997) 2 Journal of Islamic Law 53-92; Irshad Abal-
Haqq, ‘The Legal Definition of Islam: An Examination of Judicial, Legislative, 
Mainstream and Non-traditional Interpretations’, (1996) 1 Journal of Islamic Law 
105-185; Irshad Abal-Haqq, ‘Islamic Law: An Overview of Its Origin and 
Elements’, 7 Journal of Islamic Law and Culture, (2002), 27-110; Deina 
Abdelkader, Social Justice in Islam. Herndon, VA: IIIT, 2000; Khalifa Abdul 
Hakim, Fundamental Human Rights (Lahore, 1952); Khalifa Abdul Hakim, ‘The 
Natural Law in the Moslem Tradition’, 5 Natural Law Institute Proceedings 
(1951); Feisal Abdul-Rauf, Islam: A Sacred Law, What Every Muslim Should Know 
about the Shari`ah. Qiblah Books (Threshold Books, 2000).  
18 Mohammad Hashim Kamali, Principles of Islamic Jurisprudence (Cambridge: 
Islamic Society, 1991), p. 139. 
19 Coulson, note16, p. 54. Consult also William A. Schabas, ‘Islam and the Death 
Penalty’, 9 William Marry Bill of Rights journal (2000), p.223- 236. Available at 
http://scholarship.law.wm.edu/wmborj/vol9/iss1/13 (Visited on 2 May 2017). 
Under Ayatollah Khomeini regime, approx. 20,000 individuals have been brutally 
killed with the wrongful interpretation of Islamic philosophy and ethic. 
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sacred, except by way of justice and law: thus He command you, that you 
may learn wisdom.20 
 

All these moral or legal forms of commands and prohibitions can be 
detected throughout the moral or legal philosophy of Islam.21 Islamic 
theory, law, and even criminal law are based on five pillars. Any violation 
of these pillars creates a moral duty, if not a legal one. These pillars are 
called arkān al-Islām or, more popularly, arkān al-dīn, also called 
Kulliyyat. They are the indispensible basic principles of Islam or the main 
cornerstones of the religion of Islam. Islam has two main branches. These 
are Sunni and Shia.22 Both share the same values in essence, but because 
of political authorities, Islam has become divided. 

Pillars of Sunni Islam are i) Shahada meaning faith; ii) Salat implying 
prayer; iii) Zakāt denoting charity; iv) Sawm covering fasting; and v) Hajj 
requiring pilgrimage to Mecca. 

Pillars of Shia Islam are i) Tawhid, which means a single God; ii) Adl, 
which implies the righteousness of divine justice; iii) Nubuwwah, which 
confirms the prophethood; iv) Imamah, which means succession to 
Mohammad; and v) Mi'ad, which means the day of judgment and the 
resurrection. These five pillars of Shia are further strengthened by ten 
additional principles called furūʿ al-dīn. These include Salat, Sawm, Zakāt, 
Khums. The latter means an annual taxation of one fifth of the benefits that 
has been passed on without use in a year. This is given to the poor and 
needy people. Others are Hajj, Jihad, Amr-bil-Maroof or doing good; Nahi 
Anil Munkar on avoiding wrong, including Tawalla, expressing love 
towards Good; and Tabarra on expressing disassociation and hatred 
towards Evil. 

It is a fact that the Organisation of the Islamic Cooperation or 
Organisation de la Coopération Islamique,23 which is considered the 
                                                           
20 Q, 6:151. 
21 Coulson, note 16, p.54. 
22 The third branch of Islam is Sufism.  
23 The Organization has international legal personality which was founded in 1969. 
It has fifty-seven members states. In 2008, their population collectively was over 
1.6 billion. The states members are Republic Of Azerbaijan, Hashemite Kingdom 
Of Jordan, Islamic Republic Of Afghanistan, Republic Of Albania, State Of The 
United Arab Emirates, Republic Of Indonesia, Republic Of Uzbekistan, Republic 
Of Uganda, Islamic Republic Of Iran, Islamic Republic Of Pakistan, Kingdom Of 
Bahrain, Brunei-Darussalam, People’s Republic Of Bangladesh, Republic Of 
Benin, Burkina-Faso (Then Upper Volta), Republic Of Tajikistan, Republic Of 
Turkey, Republic Of Turkmenistan, Republic Of Chad, Republic Of Togo, 
Republic Of Tunisia, People’s Democratic Republic Of Algeria, Republic Of 


